
What is an order puller? 

An order puller, or order picker, is a professional who receives customer orders, locates items 
and prepares them for customer pickup or delivery. Typically, working for manufacturing 
companies in warehouses or in retail stores, order pullers can handle various product types in 
several industries. These positions often require a high school diploma or GED, and those with 
limited experience often receive on-the-job training when hired. 

What does an order puller do? 

An order puller can have several responsibilities, and each might vary depending on the facility 
or store for which they work, including: 

Retrieving customer orders 

The primary duties of an order puller include reviewing customer orders and retrieving them. In 
a warehouse, this often means finding a product and moving it to a location where someone can 
deliver it to a customer. For example, you might receive an online order for a desk, where you 
might identify the lot or shelf number to find it. You might carry it or load it to an area where a 
delivery driver or machinery operator might transport it to its destination. Many warehouses use 
a scanning method, where the order puller scans the item and a barcode at its destination to 
confirm delivery. 

Related: Order Fulfillment Process: Definition and Key Steps 

Inspecting products 

Order pullers might also inspect product quality before retrieving them for customers. This can 
involve verifying the correct package and ensuring each is damage-free. As facilities often have 
several quality checks, recording this inspection helps companies identify that any issues might 
have occurred after the picker retrieved the product. They might also help warehouse employees 
inspect products before receiving orders to improve delivery time when a customer places an 
order. 

Reporting issues 

Warehouse and retail supervisors may rely on order pullers to identify any specific issues they 
face. This can include logging product or packaging issues or reporting any issues with 
equipment in a warehouse itself, like a faulty forklift. You might also help identify and solve 
inventory issues. For example, if you receive an order but are missing stock, reporting this could 
identify that you're still awaiting delivery or that the system requires an update. 

Staging and loading 



You might assist delivery drivers by staging products on pallets or loading them on trucks. This 
can include tasks like packaging or printing shipping labels. With staging, you might collect 
several products that a driver might deliver on a route and safely stack them on a pallet, wrap 
them and update the order status. Sometimes, you might also assist with incoming shipments, 
unloading trucks and stocking shelves in a warehouse. 

Ensuring safety 

As with most warehouse and manufacturing positions, supervisors might hope you can follow 
standard safety procedures. This can include climbing ladders, lifting boxes and transporting 
packages properly. Supervisors often depend on their employees to identify any other safety 
issues, like unstable shelves or packages blocking fire exits. Order pickers often contribute to 
ensuring a safe warehouse experience for all employees. 

Skills of an order puller 

There are several skills required to become an order puller: 

Attention to detail 

There are several details an order picker might need to understand when performing their duties. 
This can include order details, like requested products. For example, you might need to review 
product quantities and locate several products for one customer. It also can help to understand 
other order details, like when a customer placed them and where to deliver them. This 
information helps you ensure you manage time effectively to perform tasks like inspecting, 
staging and loading within the expected timeline. 

Adaptability 

Order pullers often receive many orders in a day, so being able to adapt to different tasks can 
help you stay focused and shift between each. Especially with large companies, you might need 
to work or travel to several areas in a warehouse to find and deliver products for orders. These 
roles are often fast-paced, so supervisors expect you to fulfill orders quickly and continue with 
the next one to meet customer expectations. 
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Teamwork 

As you are part of an order fulfillment process, collaborating with your colleagues can help you 
understand the larger company goals. For example, you might work with someone who sends 
you orders and others who might deliver the orders. Sometimes, you might work with other 
pullers to find products in different areas, requiring you to work with them to ensure 
completeness, accuracy and timely delivery. 



Physical labor 

Many order puller jobs require a certain level of physical abilities, depending on the position. 
Consider reviewing the job description, as many indicate that pickers might need to lift a certain 
weight, often 25 or 50 pounds. You might also operate equipment like forklifts or pallet jacks 
that require some physical strength. As these jobs often require you to walk a lot, the job 
description might also include a requirement for walking, squatting and reaching to meet your 
objectives. 

Related: 12 Warehouse Job Titles 

Inventory 

You can expect to develop inventory skills while working as an order puller. Though many 
companies might have other employees in supply chain and distribution overseeing inventory, 
your supervisors may request you note when products are low on inventory or if you have a 
surplus. This can help them identify any ordering needs or other inventory issues. 

 


